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"Can any thing," he exclaims, "be less picturesque than
that immense woolen or muslin cocoon, with a woman in the
midst, whose feet, and even whose bands, are invisible"? Be-
sides, the dress of the Eomans underwent changes, and in the
reign of Tiberius, the Greek fashions were adopted for furni-
ture as well as for garments. Sumptuary laws also regulated
the dress of magistrates and citizens, of men and of women,
and prescribed different forms and colors, according to the age,
the functions, and rank of the wearer. An actor is not dress-
ed in character as a Eoman merely because his legs are bare,
his hair cut short, and that he wears a few yards of flannel on
his back."
Though the arguments of Mr. Granier de Cassagnac caused
b« revolution in modern theatricals, his opinion on the talent
and abilities of actors had equal weight with that of the elo-
quent partisan of the antagonistic school, nor did he withhold
the meed of his praise from the young debutante. His praise
was much less enthusiastic than that of Jules Janin, but no
less valuable; and though at times tempered even to frigidity
by the predilections of the critic for the modern school of drama,
it was accompanied by most judicious suggestions. His com-
mendations and strictures may be gathered from the following
specimens.
" That which in our opinion particularizes Mademoiselle
Rachel is that her enunciation is simple, pure, and sustained.
Each word falls distinctly and harmoniously on the ear, with-
out the loss of a syllable. The gesture naturally accords with
the voice. A noble elocution is always accompanied by a dig-
nified motion, and when the lips mumble, the arms are equally
faulty in then" action.
"As for saying that Mademoiselle Bachel is a prodigy, that
we can not do. She acts well one scene out of three, and that
is in itself a great deal. In her manner there is evidently
mneh that is her own, and that is good; but she has also
maay fitalts which she has acquired from others. She as yet
bawls too much, stamps too much, and goes in and out too
sharply—all faults for which she is indebted to her venerable
teachers of traeKlffeal acting. * It is clear- t|||rt much of her
play is the second edition *©£• Mr. SatoBon'sl^—Feuilleton de
la Presse, September 23, 1838.	*•

